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a b s t r a c t 

The aim of this paper is to develop a homogenized model that permits to describe the

progressive loss of stiffness observed experimentally on ductile metal-matrix composites

subjected to mechanical loadings. A two-step homogenization procedure is proposed to

describe the effect of damage on the elastic properties. Since damage is solely driven by

plastic deformation, a Gurson-type model is considered to describe the nucleation and

growth of voids. Completed by appropriate evolution equations of the microstructure, this

model of plasticity is used to update the elastic properties that are described by a mean- 

field homogenization scheme. The complete incremental model is implemented numeri- 

cally and applied to the prediction of the stiffness loss. The model predictions are in very

good agreement with experimental results on Al-SiC composites, cast irons and steel com- 

posites.

1. Introduction

Metal matrix composites are attractive materials whose industrial applications keep growing ( Ibrahim et al., 1991; 

Mortensen and LLorca, 2010 ). This class of materials, which encompasses a large number of possibilities due to the base 

metal (e.g., aluminum, steel, copper), the shape (e.g. fibers, particles, whiskers) and type (e.g. carbides, nitrides) of rein- 

forcements, as well as the manufacturing process (e.g. eutectic solidification, powder metallurgy, stir casting), can lead to 

significant enhancements in terms of mechanical and physical properties including high tensile and fatigue properties. 

In structural applications, a classical property that is aimed at is the specific modulus, which is defined as the ratio 

between the elastic modulus E and the density ρ ( E / ρ). Materials with high specific modulus are notably natural candidates 

in lightweight structures and are thus of important interest in automotive and aeronautic industries to improve energy 

efficiency and decrease CO 2 emissions. In this context, novel metal matrix composites have emerged in the last decade; 

this has led for instance to the development of Fe-TiB 2 composites ( Gaspérini et al., 2017; Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2012, 

2018 ) which are interesting for industrial purposes due to the very high elastic modulus of light TiB 2 particles ( Okamoto 

et al., 2010 ); a volume fraction of 13% TiB 2 particles leads to a significant increase of the specific stiffness by about 15% 

( Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018 ). 

The main limitation of metal matrix composites in structural applications is the embrittlement due to the presence of 

brittle ceramic reinforcements ( Mortensen and LLorca, 2010 ). The presence of particles with high volume fraction promotes 
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the nucleation of damage in the form of particle cracking and interface decohesion on the metal matrix ( Babout et al., 

20 01, 20 04; Brechet et al., 1991; Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018; Maire et al., 2007 ) in addition to classical nucleation on 

second-phase particles. These mechanisms are directly associated with the presence of voids so that a notable consequence 

of the damage occurrence on the mechanical properties, prior to the final failure, is a decrease of the elastic modulus: in 

the case of an Al-SiC composite (with 15% of SiC particles), a decrease of about 10% of the elastic modulus was observed 

( Derrien et al., 1999 ) after about 5% of deformation. Thus, structural metal-matrix composites are mainly limited in real 

applications because they may lose their improved properties in processes based on plastic deformation such as metal 

forming and rolling. The main challenge posed by metal matrix composites is to find how the microstructure of these 

materials evolves during plastic straining in order to design optimal processing paths that permit to minimize the damage 

occurrence. 

In terms of modeling, the mechanical response of metal-matrix composites has been mainly studied by computational 

micromechanics . Numerical finite element cell models ( Christman et al., 1989; Legarth and Niordson, 2010 ; LLorca and 

González, 1998 ; LLorca et al., 1991; Niordson and Tvergaard, 2001; Tvergaard, 1990 ), consisting in a single particle em- 

bedded in a matrix subjected to periodic boundary conditions, have shown the effect of particle morphology and volume 

fraction on the overall mechanical response as well as the importance of stress triaxiality. The effect of microstructure 

and particle clustering have been also investigated on elastic ( Michel et al., 1999; Mishnaevsky et al., 2004; Moulinec and 

Suquet, 1998; Segurado and LLorca, 2002 ) and plastic properties ( Chawla and Chawla, 2006; Ghosh and Moorthy, 1998; 

Segurado et al., 2003; Shakoor et al., 2018 ). The analytical modeling of metal-matrix composites have mainly focused on 

the derivation of elastic properties using mean-field approaches ( Segurado and LLorca, 2002 ) and plastic properties without 

damage ( Doghri and Ouaar, 2003 ; González and LLorca, 20 0 0 ; Mueller and Mortensen, 2006; Ponte Castañeda and Suquet, 

1997 ). Owing to the complexity of the local mechanisms responsible for deformation and fracture (e.g. particle cracking, ma- 

trix/particles interface decohesion), the derivation of models that include damage is scarce. Phenomenological ( Voyiadjis and 

Kattan, 1993 ) and micromechanical ( Derrien et al., 1999 ; González and LLorca, 20 0 0 ; LLorca et al., 1991; Tekoglu and Par- 

doen, 2010 ) models have permitted to reproduce accurately macroscopic stress-strain curves but they do not permit to 

predict the loss of stiffness observed after plastic straining. This drawback is due to an inaccurate description of the cou- 

pling between elasticity, plasticity and damage that requires a multiscale model able to account explicitly for microstructural 

changes. 

The aim of this paper is to derive a micromechanical model for ductile metal-matrix composites that is able to describe 

the progressive loss of stiffness observed during plastic straining, based on microstructure changes. The problem of stiffness 

loss, which has been always disregarded in ductile failure modeling, requires the development of a micromechanical model 

that needs to contain internal parameters describing the elastic behavior in terms of the existing phases and allow the 

description of the possible evolution of the phases together with the initiation of damage. The paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 2 , a two-step homogenization is performed which permits to derive a three-phases elastic model incorporating 

the influence of particles, matrix and voids, together with a plastic model which describes the nucleation and growth of 

voids responsible for the stiffness loss. An efficient algorithm for the local step of the elastoplastic solution is presented 

in Section 3 in order to provide a finite element implementation of the model. In Section 4 the predictions of the model 

are finally compared to experimental results on aluminum, cast iron and steel composites which show stiffness loss during 

plastic straining. 

2. A two-step homogenized model for ductile elastic-plastic metal-matrix composites

2.1. Generalities 

Our aim is to derive a model that is able to describe the progressive loss of stiffness of a metal-matrix composite due to 

damage accumulation during plastic deformation. In metals, damage is mainly due to the presence of voids, that can be nu- 

cleated on primary particles or in the matrix (second-phase particles), which will grow and ultimately induce macroscopic 

cracks. Thus we are looking for an elastic-plastic model that describes (i) the basic features of ductile failure (nucleation, 

growth and coalescence of voids) and (ii) the loss of stiffness due to damage. In order to account for these two phenom- 

ena, it is necessary to derive a micromechanical model accounting for the microstructure of the metal-matrix composite to 

provide overall elastic properties, and its possible evolution during plastic straining. 

In metal-matrix composites, damage nucleation can arise from three sources ( Babout et al., 2001, 2004; Brechet et al., 

1991; Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018; Maire et al., 2007 ) (see Fig. 1 ): (i) the decohesion of the interface between reinforce- 

ments (primary particles) and the matrix, (ii) the cracking of reinforcements and (iii) the nucleation within the matrix on 

second-phase particles. In this work, damage is supposed to be driven only by plastic deformation so no microstructure 

modifications are induced by elastic strains. With this assumption, it is possible to treat separately the elastic and plastic 

behaviors in a two-step homogenization procedure: 

• The elastic behavior is supposed not to induce damage so the overall elastic properties will only depend on the

microstructure (distribution and volume fraction of various phases) at a given instant.



Fig. 1. Damage mechanisms in metal-matrix composites: (a) Initial configuration with sound particles and initial voids, (b) Damaged configuration with

nucleation of voids by interface decohesion, (c) Damaged configuration with nucleation of voids by particle cracking, (d) Damaged configuration with

nucleation of voids in the matrix on second-phase particles.

• The plastic behavior is supposed to induce damage through the nucleation and growth of voids due to plastic strain- 

ing. The consequence of the evolution of damage is a modification of the microstructure which would ultimately

modify incrementally the elastic properties.

2.2. Homogenization of elastic properties 

As just explained, the elastic behavior is supposed not to induce damage. Thus, at a given instant, the macroscopic elastic 

behavior only depends on the nature and distribution of the phases of the actual microstructure. In the very general case 

of a N−phase composites, made of a matrix characterized by its volume fraction f m and its stiffness tensor C m 

, and N − 1 

secondary phases (which may be particles or voids) characterized by their volume fraction f r and their stiffness tensor C r 

(with 1 ≤ r ≤ N ), the overall stiffness tensor C can be estimated accurately by mean-field approaches of homogenization. In 

the case of Mori and Tanaka (1973) ’s scheme, which is relevant for low to moderate volume fractions of secondary phases, 

the overall stiffness tensor C is given by 

C = C m 

+ 

N ∑ 

r=1

f r ( C r − C m 

) : A r , (1) 

where A r is the localization tensor that reads 

A r = 

(
I + S 

r : C 

−1 
m 

: ( C r − C m 

) 
)−1 . (2) 

In this equation, I is the fourth-order identity tensor and S r is the (classical) Eshelby tensor associated to the r−th phase. 

In most of metal-matrix composites, only one family of particles is involved which permits to simplify the number of 

phases. In the following we thus consider the simplified case of a 3-phase composite made of a matrix, particles and cavities, 

which allows to account for the presence of damage in the metal-matrix composite. For purposes of simplicity, additional 

assumptions are made: (i) all phases are supposed to be elastically isotropic and (ii) particles and voids are supposed to 

be spherical. The assumption of a spherical shape for the particles is reasonable in most metal-matrix composites with 

moderate shape effects. However, in the case of fiber-reinforced composites, which is not considered in this work, this 

assumption is not appropriate and it would be necessary to consider other types of geometry such as elongated ellipsoids 

or cylinders. The hypothesis of spherical void is also reasonable in most cases since spherical particles are likely to produce 

nucleated spherical voids. During plastic deformation, spherical voids are supposed to stay spherical, which is relevant in 

the case of moderate to high stress triaxiality. These assumptions will allow the derivation of closed-form expressions for 

the macroscopic elastic moduli. 



We are thus investigating the overall behavior of a 3-phase composite made of an isotropic matrix characterized by its 

shear and bulk moduli μm 

and κm 

, reinforced by isotropic spherical particles characterized by their shear and bulk moduli 

μp and κp , and containing spherical voids. The volume fractions of the matrix, particles and voids are respectively denoted 

by f m , f p and f v , where f m + f p + f v = 1 . By using the previous assumptions, it can be shown that the overall stiffness tensor 

C given by (1) and (2) reduces to 

C = 3 κJ + 2 μK (3) 

where J is the spherical projection tensor and K the deviatoric projection tensor. The bulk modulus κ and shear modulus 

μ are given by ( Mori and Tanaka, 1973 ) ⎧⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩

κ = κm 

× f m (κm 

+ αm 

(κp − κm 

)) + f p κp 

f m (κm 

+ αm 

(κp − κm 

)) + f p κm 

+ 

f v 

1 − αm 

(κm 

+ αm 

(κp − κm 

)) 

μ = μm 

× f m (μm 

+ βm 

(μp − μm 

)) + f p μp 

f m (μm 

+ βm 

(μp − μm 

)) + f p μm 

+ 

f v 

1 − βm 

(μm 

+ βm 

(μp − μm 

)) 

,

(4) 

where αm 

and βm 

are given by⎧⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

αm 

= 

3 κm 

3 κm 

+ 4 μm 

βm 

= 

6 

5 

κm 

+ 2 μm 

3 κm 

+ 4 μm 

.

(5) 

The macroscopic Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio which are denoted by E and ν are finally given by⎧⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

E = 

9 κ μ

3 κ + μ

ν = 

3 κ − 2 μ

2(3 κ + μ) 
.

(6) 

The elastic properties thus depend only on (i) the elastic properties of the phases through κm 

, μm 

, κp and μp and (ii) 

the volume fraction of the phases through f m , f p and f v . A modification of the microstructure (due to plastic straining for 

instance), which corresponds in practice to a modification of the volume fraction of the phases, will consequently modify 

the macroscopic properties. 

2.3. Homogenization of plastic properties 

The plastic behavior of the metal-matrix composite is an important step in the construction of the complete model since 

it will drive the evolution of the microstructure due to damage initiation and accumulation. The plasticity model should (i) 

describe the basic features of ductile failure (nucleation, growth and coalescence of microvoids) and (ii) provide evolution 

laws for the internal parameters defining the microstructure (volume fractions of matrix, reinforcements and voids). 

Plastic behavior without voids. We assume that (i) the matrix follows an isotropic von Mises yield criterion with a yield 

stress denoted by σ m 

0 
and (ii) the particles remain elastic. The consequence of elastic particles is a modification of the local 

stress field in the matrix, which can ultimately modify the onset of plasticity. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that, since 

particles are isotropic, the system {matrix + particles} also follows an isotropic von Mises yield criterion of the form 

ϕ(σ) = σeq − σ0 ≤ 0 , (7) 

where σ eq is the overall equivalent stress in the system {matrix + particles} and σ 0 is identified as the yield stress of the 

sound composite. No attempt is made here to connect the yield stress of the composite σ 0 with the yield stress of the sole 

matrix σ m 

0 
. The reason for this choice is that, in the derivation of the plastic behavior with voids, only the plastic behavior 

of the sound composite will be needed. The determination of the yield stress σ 0 can then be easily done from experimental 

tensile tests on the composite. 

Plastic behavior with voids. We now consider the presence of voids, by following the approach of Gurson (1977) , based 

on the limit-analysis of a hollow sphere made of an isotropic von Mises plastic matrix (see Fig. 2 ). This model is suitable 

to describe the plastic behavior of a porous material and the increase of porosity due to plastic flow of the plastic matrix. 

It is important to note that the term “matrix” considered in Gurson’s analysis does not have the same meaning than the 

matrix of the metal-matrix composite: it just corresponds, in Gurson’s paper, to some plastic material (obeying von Mises 

criterion) surrounding the spherical void. Here, Gurson’s matrix can be identified as the local plastic potential (7) describing 

the plasticity of the sound metal-matrix composite, and will be called “homogenized matrix” in the following to avoid any 

ambiguity. The volume fraction of voids is not changed and remains denoted by f v . 

The macroscopic yield criterion, expressed in term of the macroscopic stress �, reads ( Gurson, 1977 ) 

	(�) = 


2 
eq 

σ 2 
0 

+ 2 q 1 f 
v cosh

(
3 q 2 
m 

2 σ0 

)
− 1 − q 3 ( f v ) 2 ≤ 0 , (8)



Fig. 2. Elementary cell considered by Gurson (1977) for the plastic behavior.

where 
eq is the macroscopic equivalent von Mises stress, 
m 

is the macroscopic mean stress and σ 0 is the yield stress of 

the homogenized matrix. The parameters q 1 , q 2 and q 3 are (classical) Tvergaard’s parameters ( Tvergaard, 1981; Tvergaard 

and Needleman, 1984 ) that permit to improve the agreement between the predictions of Gurson (1977) ’s model and the 

results of micromechanical simulations of ductile failure on elementary cells with more realistic shapes than Gurson (1977) ’s 

hollow sphere. 

The macroscopic yield criterion is completed by a macroscopic flow rule obtained from the property of normality which 

is preserved during scale transition: 

D 

p = 

˙ λ
∂	

∂�
(�) , ˙ λ

{= 0 if 	( �) < 0 

≥ 0 if 	( �) = 0 

(9) 

where D 

p denotes the plastic Eulerian strain rate and 

˙ λ the plastic multiplier. 

Hardening is accounted for using Gurson (1977) ’s heuristic approach; the constant yield stress σ 0 in the criterion (8) is 

replaced by some average yield stress σ given by 

σ = σ ( ε) , (10) 

where σ ( ε) is the hardening function providing the yield limit as a function of the cumulated plastic strain ε, and ε rep- 

resents some average equivalent strain in the homogenized matrix. The evolution of ε is given by the following equation 

(1 − f v ) σ ˙ ε = � : D 

p , (11) 

which corresponds to the (heuristic) assumption proposed by Gurson (1977) that the plastic dissipation in the porous ma- 

terial, �: D 

p , is equal to that of a fictitious homogeneous material. 

Finally, the evolution equation of the porosity corresponding to void growth is classically deduced from the incompress- 

ibility of the matrix: 

˙ f growth = (1 − f v ) tr D 

p . (12) 

Void nucleation. Void nucleation is assumed to be described by the phenomenological model of Chu and Needle- 

man (1980) and Needleman (1987) . This model, derived from micromechanical cell analyses, provides in its general form 

the rate of void nucleation as a function of the strain and stress rates; it is thus composed of strain-controlled and stress- 

controlled nucleation terms. In practice, the stress-controlled term is generally disregarded because it is sensitive to insta- 

bilities due to its dependance on the hydrostatic stress which favors early flow localization ( Benzerga and Leblond, 2010; 

Benzerga et al., 2016; Pan et al., 1983 ). On the other hand, strain-controlled term, although not associated with an energy 

criterion, is generally considered to be sufficient to capture macroscopically void nucleation ( Benzerga and Leblond, 2010; 

Benzerga et al., 2016 ). Thus, in the following, we make the (classical) assumption that the nucleation rate is solely composed 

of a strain-controlled contribution. 

As shown in Fig. 1 , void nucleation, in the case of metal-matrix composites, can be the consequence of (i) the decohe- 

sion of matrix/particles interfaces, (ii) particle cracking and (iii) second-phase particles. Thus the total void nucleation rate 
˙ f nucleation is supposed to be of the form 

˙ f nucleation = 

˙ f decohesion + 

˙ f cracking + 

˙ f second −phase . (13)



In Eq. (13) each nucleation mechanism is supposed to be described independently by the strain-controlled contribution of 

Chu and Needleman (1980) ’s model. The three contributions of the total nucleation rate ˙ f decohesion , 
˙ f cracking and ˙ f second −phase 

follow a normal distribution and can be written as ⎧⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

˙ f decohesion = 

f d N 

s d 
N 

√ 

2 π
exp 

(
−1

2

(
ε − εd 

N 

s d 
N 

)2
)

× ˙ ε

˙ f cracking = 

f c N 

s c 
N 

√ 

2 π
exp 

(
−1

2 

(
ε − εc 

N 

s c 
N 

)2
)

× ˙ ε

˙ f second −phase = 

f sp 
N 

s sp 
N 

√ 

2 π
exp 

(
−1

2 

(
ε − εsp 

N 

s sp 
N 

)2
)

× ˙ ε

(14) 

where ε is the average plastic strain defined by Eq. (11) , f d 
N 
, f c 

N 
and f 

sp 
N 

represent the volume fractions of nucleating voids, 

εd 
N 
, εc 

N 
and εsp 

N 
correspond to some average nucleation strains and s d 

N 
, s c 

N 
and s 

sp 
N 

are standard deviations, respectively for 

the nucleation due to interface decohesion, particles cracking and second-phase particles. 

We make the assumptions that (i) the average nucleation strains εd 
N 
, εc 

N 
and εsp 

N 
are all equal to a single value εN and 

(ii) the standard deviations s d 
N 
, s c 

N 
and s 

sp 
N 

are all equal to a single value s N . These assumptions are quite reasonable in 

real applications for several reasons. First, it seems difficult, if not impossible, to provide an experimental identification of 

the contribution of each nucleation source upon the nucleation strain and the standard deviation; a single value for these 

parameters appears to be reasonable. This assumption reduces the number of nucleation parameters by focusing on the 

most relevant material parameters, which are the volume fractions of nucleating voids. This decrease in the number of 

parameters will be notably profitable to facilitate the calibration and the numerical integration of the model. Finally, this 

permits, for the nucleation model, to be compatible with the void growth model which concerns only one population of 

cavities. Indeed, several nucleation strains and standard deviations would imply that different populations of cavities would 

nucleate, which is incompatible with the void growth model considered. 

Under these assumptions, the partial nucleation rates can thus be written in terms of a total nucleation rate ˙ f nucleation 

such as 

˙ f decohesion = θd ˙ f nucleation , 
˙ f cracking = θ c ˙ f nucleation , 

˙ f second −phase = θ sp ˙ f nucleation , (15) 

where the parameters θd , θ c and θ sp correspond to the fractional contributions of each nucleation process to the overall 

volume fraction of nucleating particles denoted by f N : 

θd = 

f dN 
f N 

, θ c = 

f cN 
f N 

, θ sp = 

f sp
N 

f N 
, θd + θ c + θ sp = 1 . (16) 

In Eq. (15) the total nucleation rate is simply given by 

˙ f nucleation = 

f N 

s N 
√ 

2 π
exp 

[
−1

2

(
ε − εN 

s N 

)2
]

× ˙ ε (17) 

where f N , εN and s N respectively represent the volume fraction, average nucleation strain and standard deviation of the 

overall nucleating voids . 

2.4. Evolution of the microstructure 

The last step is now to connect the void growth rate ˙ f growth and the partial nucleation rates ˙ f decohesion , 
˙ f cracking and 

˙ f second −phase to the volume fraction rates of the phases, ˙ f m , ˙ f p and ˙ f v , which contribute to the overall elastic behavior.

General case. We make the assumptions that (i) the partial nucleation rate due to decohesion solely decreases the vol- 

ume fraction of particles, (ii) the partial nucleation rate due to second-phase particles solely decreases the volume fraction 

of matrix and (iii) the partial nucleation rate due particle cracking may decrease (with a ratio to be set) both particles and 

matrix volume fractions. 

Thus we assume that the evolution laws of the microstructure parameters are of the form ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

˙ f v = 

˙ f growth + 

˙ f nucleation

˙ f p = − ˙ f decohesion − γ ˙ f cracking 

˙ f m = − ˙ f growth − ˙ f second −phase − ( 1 − γ ) ˙ f cracking , 

(18) 

where the parameter γ (with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) permits to account for the fractional contribution of cracking to the decrease 

of particles and matrix volume fractions. The case γ = 0 corresponds to a mechanism of particle cracking that only affects 

and decreases the volume fraction of particles while the case γ = 1 corresponds to a mechanism that affects and decreases 



solely the volume fraction of the matrix. Intermediate values of γ , which combine both mechanisms, are more realistic in 

practice, because the effect of cracking is expected to affect both particles and matrix. 

It should be noted that this modeling only permits to account approximately for the effect of cracking on the effective 

elastic properties; in practice, cracking would lead to an anisotropic elastic behavior depending on the crack morphology. 

By taking advantage of Eqs. (15) and (17) , the evolution laws of the microstructure parameters can be finally written as 

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

˙ f v = 

˙ f growth + 

˙ f nucleation 

˙ f p = −
(
θd + γ θ c 

)
˙ f nucleation

˙ f m = − ˙ f growth − ( θsp − ( 1 − γ ) θc ) ˙ f nucleation = − ˙ f growth −
(
1 −

(
θd + γ θ c 

))
˙ f nucleation 

θd + θ c + θ sp = 1 , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 . 

(19) 

A simplified model. We can notice that the consequences of nucleation on the microstructure rates depend only on 

a subtle combination of the fractional contributions of nucleation θd , θ c and θ sp and the parameter γ through the ratio 

θd + γ θ c . Thus if we assume that the values of the parameters θd , θ c and γ are known, the ratio 

θ = θd + γ θ c (20) 

is sufficient to characterize the evolution rates of the microstructure. 

Thus, in practical situations where the calibration of θd , θ c and γ is not possible, we propose a simplified model for the 

microstructure evolution based on the sole parameter θ ; the evolution equations of the microstructure read in that case ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

˙ f v = 

˙ f growth + 

˙ f nucleation

˙ f p = −θ ˙ f nucleation 

˙ f m = − ˙ f growth − ( 1 − θ ) ˙ f nucleation . 

(21) 

The parameter θ combines several nucleation mechanisms and corresponds to the overall nucleation ratio that permits to 

distinguish nucleation within the matrix and the particles. This simplified model only looses the exact detail of the ratio 

of each nucleation source while keeping the main features of the full model. It reduces the number of internal parameters 

regarding nucleation to a strict minimum: three parameters defining the overall nucleation model ( f N , εN , s N ) and one 

parameter defining the ratio between nucleated voids within the matrix and the particles ( θ ). Some comments are in order 

regarding the limiting values of parameter θ : 

• In the case of decohesion of matrix/particles interfaces ( θd = 1 ), the overall nucleation ratio takes the value θ = 1 ;

• In the case of second-phase particles nucleation ( θ sp = 1 ), the overall nucleation ratio takes the value θ = 0 .

In the case of void nucleation by particle cracking or a combination of several mechanisms, the parameter θ will take 

a value between 0 and 1. The value of the parameter θ is expected to have a significant impact on stiffness loss when the 

volume fraction of particles is high and when the ratio between the matrix and particles moduli is important. 

3. Numerical implementation of the model

The aim of this section is to provide a numerical implementation of the model. We focus on the local step of the elasto- 

plastic solution which consists in projecting the elastic stress predictor on the yield surface. 

3.1. Generalities 

It has been shown in Enakoutsa et al. (2007) that Gurson (1977) ’s model fits into the class of “generalized standard”

materials ( Halphen and Nguyen, 1975 ) under some hypotheses. This has important consequences regarding the numerical 

implementation of the model because, for this class of materials, the local projection problem has a unique solution provided 

that the internal parameters are discretized in time with an implicit scheme. In fact, in the case of Gurson-type models, the 

existence and uniqueness of the solution of the projection problem are ensured ( Enakoutsa et al., 2007 ), provided that (i) the 

evolution equations of ε (the total strain) and ε (the hardening parameter) are discretized in time with an implicit-scheme; 

(ii) the additional terms due to the objective time-derivative of � (in the hypoelasticity law) are discretized in time with an

explicit-scheme; (iii) the values of f v , f p and f m used in the criterion, the flow rule and the elastic behavior are those at the

preceding time-step.



3.2. Local projection problem 

For simplicity reasons, the algorithm is presented in the context of small strains; its extension to large strains does not 

raise any specific difficulties. The constitutive equations read ⎧⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪⎩ 

ε = εe + εp Decomposition of the total strain 

� = ( 3 κ( f v , f p , f m ) J + 2 μ( f v , f p , f m ) K ) : εe Isotropic elasticity law 

	(�, f v , σ ) ≤ 0 Plasticity criterion ⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

˙ εp = 

˙ λ
∂	

∂�
(�, f v , σ ) 

˙ λ ≥ 0 

˙ λ	(�, f v , σ ) = 0 

Flow rule and consistency conditions 

σ ≡ σ ( ε) , (1 − f v ) σ ˙ ε = � : ˙ εp , Strain hardening law 

(22) 

where εe is the elastic strain tensor, εp the plastic strain tensor. 

The local projection problem thus consists in finding the mechanical state S n +1 = { εn +1 , ε
p
n +1 

, �n +1 , εn +1 } at time t n +1

resulting from a given, known strain increment �εn (resulting from a global elastoplastic iteration), knowing the previous 

mechanical state S n = { εn , ε
p 
n , �n , εn } at time t n .

The yield criterion and the flow rule are thus discretized using an implicit scheme with respect to εp and ε, while an 

explicit scheme is considered for f v , f p and f m . The discretized equations of the local projection problem are given by ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�n +1 = �elas
n +1 − ( 3 κn J + 2 μn K ) : �εp

n

	
(
�n +1 , f 

v 
n , σ n +1 

)
≤ 0 

�εp
n = �λn 

∂	

∂�

(
�n +1 , f 

v 
n , σ n +1 

)
�λn ≥ 0 

�λn 	( �n +1 , f n , σ n +1 ) = 0 

σ n +1 = σ ( εn + �εn ) (
1 − f v n 

)
σ n +1 �εn = �n +1 : �εp 

n ,

(23) 

where κn = κ( f v n , f 
p 
n , f 

m 

n ) and μn = μ( f v n , f 
p 
n , f 

m 

n ) are the elastic moduli calculated for the previous microstructure and

�elas 
n +1 

= �n + (3 κn J + 2 μn K ) : �εn is the elastic predictor, that is the stress tensor at time t n +1 resulting from the strain 

increment �εn fictitiously considered as purely elastic. 

3.3. Algorithm of solution 

The algorithm essentially consists in finding σ n +1 and �λn (see Morin et al. (2015a) ). The treatment of hardening is done 

classically using a fixed point method: (i) assume σ n +1 = σ n ; (ii) compute εp 
n +1 

, �n +1 and εn +1 with this value σ n +1 ; (iii) 

deduce from Eq. (23) 6 a refined estimate of σ n +1 ; (iv) follow the procedure until the method converges and σ n +1 reaches a 

stationary value. 

The problem thus consists in the determination of εp 
n +1 

, �n +1 and εn +1 , for a fixed value σ n +1 . First we begin with the 

elastic behaviour. 

Elastic behaviour If the condition 	(�elas 
n +1 

, f v n , σ n +1 ) ≤ 0 is met, then the evolution is purely elastic and the final me- 

chanical state is given by {
�n +1 = �elas 

n +1 

εp
n +1

= εp 
n .

(24) 

However, if 	(�elas 
n +1 

, f v n , σ n +1 ) > 0 , then the elastic predictor is not plastically admissible and a plastic correction is needed 

to ensure that the plasticity criterion is verified. 

Plastic correction Using Eqs. (23) 1 and (23) 3 , the stress �n +1 can be written as 

�n +1 = �elas
n +1 − �λn

(
3 κn q 1 q 2 f 

v
n 

σ n +1 

sinh 

(
3 q 2 
n +1 ,m 

2 σ n +1 

)
I + 6 μn 

�n +1 ,d

σ 2 
n +1

)
. (25) 

This equation can be split into a mean and deviatoric parts: ⎧⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪⎩


n +1 ,m 

= 
elas 
n +1 ,m − 3�λn κn q 1 q 2 f 

v
n 

σ n +1 

sinh 

(
3 q 2 
n +1 ,m 

2 σ n +1 

)

�n +1 ,d = 

�elas 
n +1 ,d

1 + 6�λn 
μn 

σ 2 
n +1

,
(26)



where �n +1 ,d = �n +1 − 1 
3 tr (�n +1 ) I is the deviatoric part of the stress �n +1 . By taking the von Mises norm of Eq. (26) 2 , one 

finally gets ⎧⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪⎩


n +1 ,m 

= 
elas 
n +1 ,m − 3�λn κn q 1 q 2 f 

v
n 

σ n +1 

sinh 

(
3 q 2 
n +1 ,m 

2 σ n +1 

)


n +1 ,eq = 


elas 
n +1 ,eq

1 + 6�λn 
μn 

σ 2 
n +1

.
(27) 

The final stress �n +1 must lie on the yield locus which means that the mean and equivalent stresses 
n +1 ,m 

and 
n +1 ,eq 

must satisfy the criterion (8) : 


2 
n +1 , eq

σ 2 
n +1

+ 2 q 1 f 
v 
n cosh 

(
3 q 2 
n +1 ,m 

2 σ n +1 

)
− 1 − q 3 ( f v n ) 

2 = 0 (28) 

Using Eqs. (26) 1 and (28) , one can write the mean stress 
n +1 ,m 

in terms of the equivalent stress 
n +1 ,eq 


n +1 ,m 

= sgn (
elas 
n +1 ,m 

) 
2 σ n +1 

3 q 2 
argcosh 

⎛
⎜ ⎜⎜⎝

1 + q 3 ( f v n ) 
2 −


2 
n +1 , eq

σ 2 
n +1

2 q 1 f 
v
n

⎞
⎟⎟⎟ ⎠ 

, (29) 

where sgn( x ) denotes the sign of x . Combining Eq. (27) and (29) , one finally gets 

F (�λn ) = 

2 σ n +1 

3 q 2 
argcosh ( g(�λn ) ) + 

3�λn κn q 1 q 2 f 
v 
n

σ n +1 

√
g(�λn ) 2 − 1 − | 
elas

n +1 ,m 

| = 0 , (30) 

where 

g(�λn ) = 

1 + q 3 ( f v n ) 
2 −

⎛
⎜⎝ 
elas 

n +1 , eq

σ n +1 + 6�λn μn

σ n +1

⎞ 

⎟⎠
2

2 q 1 f 
v
n

. (31) 

Eq. (30) is a nonlinear equation with the sole unknown �λn which may be quite easily solved using a Newton method. 

Once �λn is known, the stress �n +1 is deduced using Eqs. (25) and (26) , and the increment of plastic strain �εp 
n is deduced

using Eq. (23) 3 . 

3.4. Update of internal parameters 

As explained in Section 3.1 , the volume fractions of the three phases are updated using an explicit scheme (at the very 

end of global elastoplastic iterations, once εp 
n +1 

, �n +1 and εn +1 have reached their stationary values): ⎧⎪ ⎨ 

⎪⎩ 

f vn +1 = f v n + � f growth
n + � f nucleation

n 

f p 
n +1

= f p n − θ� f nucleation
n 

f m 

n +1 = f m 

n − � f growth
n − (1 − θ )� f nucleation 

n ,

(32) 

where the increment of volume fraction due to growth � f 
growth 
n and nucleation � f nucleation 

n are given by ⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

� f growth 
n = (1 − f v n ) tr �εp

n

� f nucleation 
n = 

f N 

s N 
√ 

2 π
exp

[
−1

2 

(
εn +1 − εN 

s N 

)2
]

× �εn . 

(33) 

4. Application to the prediction of stiffness loss during plastic deformation

4.1. Generalities 

Type of simulations The model’s predictions are now investigated in problems involving loss of stiffness. Experimental 

tension tests results from the literature are considered for several heterogeneous materials including Al-SiC composites, cast 

irons and Fe-TiB 2 composites. We focus here on stiffness loss from low to moderate strain levels prior to the final failure, 

which are representative of processing loading paths. In that case, the experimental stress state is homogeneous within 



the test specimen. The model predictions can thus be investigated with a single (homogeneous) element subjected to an 

axisymmetric proportional loading with major axial stress 
33 , under conditions of fixed stress triaxiality T = 
m 

/ 
eq = 1 / 3 

(since tensile tests are considered). The non-zero components of the macroscopic stress tensor are supposed to be 


11 = 
22 = 
m 

− 1

3 


eq , 
33 = 
m 

+ 

2

3 


eq . (34) 

Two quantities will be studied: (i) the evolution of the axial stress 
33 versus the axial strain ε33 (the stress-strain curve) 

and (ii) the evolution of the macroscopic Young’s modulus E versus the axial strain ε33 (the loss of stiffness). 

Calibration of the model’s parameters In the following applications, a classical power-law isotropic hardening is as- 

sumed: 

σ (ε) = σy 

(
1 + 

ε

ε0 

)n

, (35) 

where σ y is the initial yield stress of sound composite, ε0 is the hardening parameter and n is the hardening exponent. 

The complete elastic-plastic model including damage requires the determination of 14 parameters: 

• The initial volume fractions of the particles, matrix and voids ( f 
p 
0 
, f m 

0 
, f v 

0 
) can be (classically) calibrated using mi- 

crostructural image analyses from SEM-EBSD or X-ray tomography.

• The elastic properties of the matrix and the particles ( κp , μp , κm 

, μm 

) or equivalently ( E p , νp , E m 

, νm 

), can be evalu- 

ated separately on homogeneous constituents using experimental methods (mechanical tensile tests, indentation) or

numerical methods (ab initio calculations).

• The plastic properties ( σ y , ε0 , n ) can be determined with a mechanical tensile test.

• The determination of nucleation parameters ( εN , s N , f N , θ ) requires more attention since the model is heuristic. First,

the fraction of void nucleating particles f N can be identified as the initial volume fraction of particles f 
p
0 

. In the case of

matrix/particles interface decohesion, this assumption is reasonable since all of the interfaces will eventually break. In

the case of particle cracking, this assumption is probably less true but it should still be a good estimate of the order

of magnitude of the fraction of void nucleating particles. The average nucleation strain εN can be estimated precisely

from microscopic image analyses using in-situ tensile test measurements with SEM or tomography. In absence of

microscopic measurements, it could also be evaluated as a percentage of the strain-to-fracture of the material in

tension. The standard deviation s N is an adjustable parameter of the model; in this work a constant value s N = 0 . 045

has been considered in all simulations. Finally, the order of magnitude of the parameter θ , which is related to the

type of damage mechanism, can be estimated with in-situ analyses or ex-situ observations of interrupted tensile tests

just before fracture.

Since the simulations are performed for low to moderate strain levels prior to the final failure, Tvergaard (1981) ’s pa- 

rameters q 1 , q 2 and q 3 have little influence on the plastic behavior. The values q 1 = q 2 = q 3 = 1 are thus considered in all 

the numerical simulations. 

4.2. Case of Al-SiC composites 

We first consider the case of Al-SiC composites, which constitutes one of the most common and available metal-matrix 

composites due to low production costs. This class of materials is notably used in aeronautics due to an increase of several 

mechanical properties such as the toughness, the hardness and the elastic modulus, among others ( Ozben et al., 2008 ). 

Experimental studies have shown that damage in Al-SiC composites is mainly due to the cracking of SiC particles ( Buffiere 

et al., 1997; Derrien et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2010 ). 

In order to study quantitatively the predictions of the model developed, we focus on the experimental results of 

Derrien et al. (1999) which provide the macroscopic stress-strain curves as well as the loss of stiffness in several Al-SiC 

composites. Two Al-SiC composites are considered, one with a volume fraction of particles of 15 % and the other with a vol- 

ume fraction of particles of 20 %. The model parameters are calibrated using the procedure described in Section 4.1 . Thus, 

the values f m 

0 
= 0 . 85 , f 

p 
0 

= 0 . 15 and f v 
0 

= 0 are considered in the first case while the values f m 

0 
= 0 . 8 , f 

p 
0 

= 0 . 2 and f v 
0 

= 0 

are considered in the second case. Microstructure analyses show that the shape of the SiC particles is in general spherical 

( Derrien et al., 1999 ). The values for the elastic constants are as follows: E m 

= 76 . 5 GPa and ν = 0 . 3 are considered for the 

aluminum matrix (see Derrien et al. (1999) ) and E p = 492 GPa and νp = 0 . 21 are considered for the SiC particles which are 

consistent with values of the literature ( Snead et al., 2007 ). The plastic properties σ y , ε0 and n are given in Tables 1 and 

2 . (It should be noted that the value of the initial yield stress σ y is slightly higher in the case f 
p
0 

= 0 . 2 ; this is reasonable 

Table 1

Parameters considered in the case of 15%-SiC Al-SiC composite.

Elastic properties Plastic properties Nucleation parameters

E p [GPa] νp E m [GPa] νm σ y [MPa] ε0 n εN s N f N

492 0.21 76.5 0.33 260 0.00033 0.15 0.04 0.045 0.15



Table 2

Parameters considered in the case of 20%-SiC Al-SiC composite.

Elastic properties Plastic properties Nucleation parameters

E p [GPa] νp E m [GPa] νm σ y [MPa] ε0 n εN s N f N

492 0.21 76.5 0.33 280 0.00033 0.15 0.015 0.045 0.20

Fig. 3. Comparisons between experimental and model’s predictions in the case of a 15%-SiC Al-SiC composite: (a) stress-strain curves and (b) stiffness loss.

because the consequence of an increase of the volume fraction of particles f p is an unloading of the matrix which conse- 

quently requires a higher macroscopic stress to promote plastic yielding of the matrix). Finally, the nucleation parameters 

are taken as follows: f N = f 
p 
0 

= [0 . 15 ; 0 . 2] , s N = 0 . 045 and εN = [0 . 04 ; 0 . 015] . This corresponds respectively, for the nucle- 

ation strains, to a percentage of the strain-to-fracture of about 0.4 and 0.6. A summary of all the parameters used is given 

in Tables 1 and 2 , in the cases of a 15% and 20% of SiC, respectively. 

The stress-strain curves and the evolution of the elastic modulus are provided in Figs. 3 and 4 , in the cases of a 15% and 

20% of SiC, respectively. It should be noted that the stress-strain curves are shown only for θ = 0 . 4 . The cases θ = 0 and 

θ = 1 are not represented because all the curves would be indistinguishable. Indeed, in the model developed, the parameter 

θ only modifies the elastic behavior after some plastic deformation: the initial elastic slope and the plastic behavior are not 

affected by θ . 

Overall, the experimental results are well reproduced by the model in the two cases considered. Some comments are in 

order: 

• The initial value for Young’s modulus is well predicted by the model for the two materials (15% and 20% of SiC). The

mean-field homogenization scheme considered, which depends only on the values of elastic constants of the phases

and their volume fractions, is thus relevant to describe the microstructure.

• The loss of stiffness due to plastic deformation is also well reproduced by the model for the same value θ = 0 . 4 in

the two cases considered (15% and 20% of SiC). This suggests that (i) the damage mechanism is the same for the two

materials, irrespective of the volume fraction of particles and (ii) damage is mainly due to cracking and second-phase

nucleation since θ is closer to 0 than 1, which is consistent with the experimental observations where no decohesion

was observed ( Derrien et al., 1999 ).

• The lower value for εN in the second case (with 20 % of particles) is due to the fact that cracking arises more quickly

in that case, due to a higher local stress state ( Derrien et al., 1999 ). This is also consistent with the fact that the

strain-to-fracture is lower in that case.

• In the model predictions, it is interesting to note that the value θ = 1 leads to a greater degradation than the value

θ = 0 . This behavior is expected in the case of particles that play the role of reinforcements (which is the case here)

since the decohesion of the matrix/particles interfaces (which corresponds to the case θ = 1 ) would lead to a greater

loss of stiffness than the nucleation of second-phase particles (which corresponds to the case θ = 0 ), because replac- 



Fig. 4. Comparisons between experimental and model’s predictions in the case of a 20%-SiC Al-SiC composite: (a) stress-strain curves and (b) stiffness loss.

ing particles with voids is more severe than replacing the matrix with voids. It is worth noting that the extreme 

values θ = 0 and θ = 1 almost define an envelope containing the experimental loss of stiffness. 

• After a deformation of about 0.05, the difference of stiffness loss predicted by the model between the values θ = 0

and θ = 1 is respectively of about 5 GPa and 10 GPa in the cases of a 15%-SiC and 20%-SiC Al-SiC composites. This

trend is expected since the parameter θ has more impact when a higher volume fraction of particles is considered.

• It is worth noting that the experimental stiffness shows a non-linear evolution, which may be due to the occurrence

of different nucleation mechanisms at different strains. These non-linearities, which are not reproduced by the model,

may be captured by adding a strain dependency to the parameter θ or by using a more sophisticated nucleation

model.

4.3. Case of a nodular cast iron 

We consider the case of nodular cast irons, which are materials of interest in industrial applications due to a good 

compromise between physical properties and manufacturing costs ( Hütter et al., 2015 ). These materials are strictly speaking 

carbon-rich iron alloys but they may also be seen as metal-matrix composites due to the presence of graphite particles in a 

moderate volume fraction (typically 7–15 %). The particles of graphite do not play the role of classical reinforcements since 

they are softer than the ferritic matrix. Experimental studies have shown that damage in cast irons is mainly due to the 

decohesion of the matrix/graphite particles interfaces ( Berdin et al., 2001; Dong et al., 1997; Hütter et al., 2015; Murakami 

et al., 1998; Tomi ̌cevi ́c et al., 2016 ). 

The model’s predictions are compared with the experimental results of Murakami et al. (1998) which provide the macro- 

scopic strain-stress curve and the evolution of the macroscopic Young’s modulus in a JIS FCD400 spheroidized graphite cast 

iron; this material consists in a ferritic matrix containing graphite particles. A metallographical microstructure of the cast 

iron has been analyzed and reveals that the graphite particles are spherical and in a volume fraction of about 15 %. Initially 

we thus consider the values f m 

0 
= 0 . 85 , f 

p 
0 

= 0 . 15 and f v 0 = 0 for the volume fractions of the phases. The elastic constants 

considered are as follows: E m 

= 210 GPa and ν = 0 . 3 are classically considered for the ferritic matrix and E p = 30 GPa and 

νp = 0 . 3 are considered for the graphite particles which are in agreement with the literature ( Carazo et al., 2014 ). The plastic 

properties σ y , ε0 and n are given in Table 3 . Finally, the nucleation parameters are as follows: f N = f 
p 
0 

= 0 . 15 , s N = 0 . 045 

Table 3

Parameters considered in the case of a cast iron ( Murakami et al., 1998 ).

Elastic properties Plastic properties Nucleation parameters

E p [GPa] νp E m [GPa] νm σ y [MPa] ε0 n εN s N f N

30 0.3 210 0.3 220 0.0013 0.195 0.02 0.045 0.15



Fig. 5. Comparisons between experimental and model’s predictions in the case of a nodular cast iron: (a) stress-strain curves and (b) stiffness loss.

and εN = 0 . 02 . This corresponds, for the nucleation strain, to a percentage of the strain-to-fracture of about 0.1. A summary 

of all the parameters used is given in Table 3 . 

The stress-strain curves and the evolution of the elastic modulus are provided in Fig. 5 . It should be noted that the 

stress-strain curves are shown only for θ = 0 . 8 . 

Overall, the experimental results are well reproduced by the model. Some comments are in order: 

• The initial value for Young’s modulus is again well predicted by the homogenization scheme.

• The loss of stiffness due to plastic deformation is also well reproduced by the model for a value θ = 0 . 8 . This value of

θ suggests that the damage mechanism in cast irons is mostly due to the decohesion of the matrix/particles interfaces,

which is consistent with the experimental observations. Indeed in cast irons, this interface is not very cohesive which

implies that (i) the value of θ in the model is closer to 1 than 0 and (ii) the value of εN is low.

• In the model predictions, it is interesting to note that the value θ = 0 leads to more damage than the value θ = 1 . In

the case of cast irons, this behavior is expected since the particles do not play the role of reinforcements. Again, it is

worth noting that the extremal values θ = 0 and θ = 1 almost define an envelope containing the experimental loss of

stiffness.

4.4. Case of Fe-TiB 2 composites 

We finally consider the case of Fe-TiB 2 composites which are materials of interest in structural lightweight applications. 

Experimental observations showed that damage is mainly caused by the cracking of TiB 2 particles ( Gaspérini et al., 2017; 

Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2012, 2018 ). 

We consider the results of Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018 which include the macroscopic stress-strain curves and the 

initial value of Young’s modulus. The loss of stiffness is not provided in the literature, so the predictions of the model will 

thus permit only to estimate the possible decrease in macroscopic Young’s modulus. The composite considered contains 

about 13% of particles ( Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018 ), so initially we consider the values f m 

0 
= 0 . 87 , f 

p 
0 

= 0 . 13 and f v 
0 

= 

0 for the volume fractions of the phases. The elastic constants considered are as follows: E m 

= 210 GPa and ν = 0 . 3 are 

considered for the ferritic matrix and E p = 583 GPa and νp = 0 . 11 are considered for the TiB 2 particles ( Hadjem-Hamouche 

et al., 2018 ). The plastic properties σ y , ε0 and n are given in Table 4 . Finally, the nucleation parameters are taken as follows: 

Table 4

Parameters considered in the case of a Fe-TiB 2 composite ( Hadjem-Hamouche et al., 2018 ).

Elastic properties Plastic properties Nucleation parameters

E p [GPa] νp E m [GPa] νm σ y [MPa] ε0 n εN s N f N

583 0.11 210 0.3 200 0.0007 0.22 0.1 0.045 0.13



Fig. 6. Comparisons between experimental and model’s predictions in the case of a Fe-TiB 2 composite: (a) stress-strain curves and (b) stiffness loss.

f N = f 
p 
0 

= 0 . 13 , s N = 0 . 045 and εN = 0 . 1 . This corresponds, for the nucleation strain, to a percentage of the strain-to-fracture 

of about 0.5. A summary of all the parameters used is given in Table 4 . 

The stress-strain curves and the evolution of the elastic modulus are provided in Fig. 6 . It should be noted that the 

stress-strain curves are shown only for θ = 0 . 5 . 

Again, the initial value for the macroscopic Young’s modulus is again well predicted by the homogenization scheme. A 

stiffness loss between 7 and 10 GPa is estimated by the model after a deformation of about 5%, using a set of nucleation 

parameters that seem physically relevant where the nucleation strain was taken as half of the strain-to-fracture. 

5. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to develop a homogenized model that is able to describe the progressive loss of stiffness in 

heterogeneous metal-matrix composites. 

An approximate homogenization model was derived in Section 2 by combining a mean-field homogenized scheme for 

elastic properties with a Gurson-type model for plastic properties. The microstructure of the metal-matrix composite is ac- 

counted for through the volume fractions of three phases (matrix, particles and voids) which evolve during plastic straining. 

A heuristic parameter is introduced in the void nucleation law which permits to distinguish between several nucleation 

mechanisms. Thus, volume fractions of both matrix and particles can be modified due to plastic flow driven by Gurson’s 

potential, which ultimately leads to a modification of the macroscopic elastic properties. The complete model was then 

numerically implemented in Section 3 . The internal parameters that describe the microstructure are discretized with an ex- 

plicit scheme which allows the model to fall into the class of “generalized standard” materials. In Section 4 the model was 

finally applied to the prediction of stiffness loss in several materials (Al-SiC composites, cast irons and Fe-TiB 2 ). In all cases, 

the model, calibrated with physical values of internal parameters, is in very good agreement with experimental data of the 

literature and permits to predict the influence of progressive damage on elastic modulus. 

The present work has shown that the problem of stiffness loss can be qualitatively reproduced with a simplified homog- 

enized model. However, some further developments are needed in the following directions: 

• The prediction of stiffness loss was investigated only on two materials (Al-SiC composites and cast irons). It is nec- 

essary to extend the comparisons with experimental data on several other materials. Experimental investigations of

stiffness loss on Fe-TiB 2 are in progress.

• Particles were supposed to be spherical and elastically isotropic. The extension of this work to a more general situa- 

tion with anisotropic elasticity and shape effects of the particles, in order to account for fiber-reinforced composites

for instance, is straightforward in elasticity within the mean-field homogenization framework considered. However,

difficulties may arise to model the plastic behavior:

- Nucleated voids may have several shapes: ellipsoidal or cylindrical shapes due to the primary particles and spheri- 

cal shapes due to the second-phase particles. The use of a more sophisticated void growth model including several

populations of cavities appears necessary in that case ( Shen et al., 2017; Vincent et al., 2014 ).



- The induced elastic anisotropy will modify the onset of plasticity and could invalidate the hypothesis of an

isotropic von Mises plastic behavior for the sound composite. This can be addressed by using incremental ho- 

mogenization ( Agoras et al., 2016; Brassart et al., 2011; Doghri et al., 2011; Doghri and Ouaar, 2003; Lahellec and

Suquet, 2007 ) that can allow the determination of the effective stress strain relation. In the case of anisotropic

plastic yielding, it would be necessary to enrich the damage model considered by using an extension of Gurson’s

approach accounting for anisotropy of the matrix ( Benzerga and Besson, 2001; Monchiet et al., 2008; Morin et al.,

2015b ).

• The damage model derived in this work suffers inevitably from the discrepancies of Gurson’s model in the case of

low stress triaxiality loadings. The use of recent improvements of Gurson’s model ( Madou and Leblond, 2012; Morin

et al., 2016 ) that account for void shape effects should permit to address the prediction of stiffness loss in presence

of shear-dominated loadings.

• The effect of material length scale has not been considered in this work. In the case of nanosized particles and voids,

size effects can arise due to gradient effects and may increase the yield strength of the material ( Legarth and Niordson,

2010; Niordson and Tvergaard, 2001 ). Thus, in the case of metal-matrix nanocomposites, it could be interesting to

extend the present work by considering micromechanical models that include size effects for elasticity ( Brisard et al.,

2010 ) and porous plasticity ( Dormieux and Kondo, 2010; Niordson and Tvergaard, 2019 ), in order to investigate the

effect of length scale on stiffness loss.
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